In support of:

capaCITY at Local Renewables
Join a great STUDY TOUR!
Learn more about innovative energy solutions in buildings & districts.
Visit Freiburg and the Solar region (Germany)

When? 23/ 24 October 2013. 1.5 days power-packed with energy and ideas.
What? We offer a great programme – introducing local policy, cool strategies,
exemplary approaches, ideas, inspiration – for you!

Who?

Local political decision-makers keen to learn about municipal energy policy.
Technical staff working on an Local Action Plan

Why?

Is your local government just starting with its Action Plan?
Need ideas for measures? Want to become more ambitious? Solve problems?
Learn from sustainable energy experts, exchange with your peers!

This study tour takes place in the framework of the Covenant capaCITY project, co-funded by the Intelligent
Energy Europe (IEE) programme.

MORE DETAILS OVERLEAF …
Covenant capaCITY is

The sole responsibility for the content of this programme
lies with the authors. It does not necessarily reflect the
opinion of the European Union. Neither the EACI nor the
European Commission are responsible for any use that
may be made of the information contained therein.

In support of:

PROGRAMME – GROUP A
Day 1, 23 October 2013
Tour leader: ICLEI Europe
Carsten Rothballer (morning session): +49 157 83643750
Duru Ipek Kunt (afternoon session): +49 176 63401165
08:45

Participants gather at venue:
Neue Rathaus, Neuer Ratsaal
-

9:00 – 10:30

Introduction to Freiburg climate policy
Mr. Klaus Hoppe, Environmental Department, City of Freiburg will give an
introduction on
’ c m
y nd o cy. H w off
c c dv c
on municipal options for renewable energy integration into Local Energy Action
Plans - with a specific focus on sustainable districts and buildings.

10:30 – 11:00

Coffee Break

11:15

Tram ride to Vauban – experience the Freiburg public transport system on the way
to a sustainable district (lifestyle and local mobility service)
Take Tram line 3 in direction “Vauban” – n
o “Bertoldsbrunnen”
Exit tram at stop “P
Mod o n P ”

11:45 – 14:00

Vauban sustainable model district: a green district with low energy buildings


Multi-family housing: low energy and passive houses – planning a whole
green district



Offices and businesses close by – Solar-Schiff, a business model linked to a
green urban planning concept



Generating district heating and electricity - a cogeneration power plant
running on woodchips (local resources for local use)

 Building technology options
New neighborhood planned for 5,000 inhabitants 4 km to the south of the town
center in Freiburg. It was built as "a sustainable model district" on the site of a
former French military base, and incorporates interesting technological, social and
environmental aspects.
14:00 – 15:00

Lunch in Vauban
Süden Restaurant
Alfred-Döblin-Platz 1 79100 Freiburg im Breisgau
0761 45687161

15:00

Bus ride to Rieselfeld

In support of:

15:30 – 17:00

Walking tour through the Rieselfeld residential district


This is Baden-Württemberg State´s largest neighbourhood project, a model
of ecological housing for 11.000 people. Get ideas for a sustainable lifestyle!



All residences are built as low-energy buildings. The use of renewable energy
and district heating are part of a far-sighted energy concept, with green
spaces making living attractive.



Interconnected mobility concepts: pedestrian & cycling areas, bicycle
kn
m nd
conn c on c “no- o” on .

17:00

Participants step into bus – return to hotel

18:30

Social dinner (only for the participants who registered for social dinner):
Stiftungsweingut Freiburg
Jesuitenschloß 79249 Merzhausen
Tel.: 0761-404714
Meeting point: Green City Hotel Vauban
Take Tram line 3 in direction “Vauban” - Exit tram at stop “Paula-Modersohn-Platz”

Day 2, 24 October 2013
Tour leader: ICLEI Europe
Carsten Rothballer (morning session): +49 157 83643750
8:45

Participants gather at venue:
Neue Rathaus
-

09:00 – 10:00

Mr. Dieter Bootz, ASF GmbH, introduces Freiburg´s waste management and
recycling system, with discussion on replicable options by the visiting delegation.

10:10 – 10:30



The city of Freiburg has an excellent waste policy with interesting
programmes and projects. It provides citizens with a waste management
system that is both ecologically and economically sustainable though a set
of principles, favouring waste prevention, followed by waste recovery, and
finally ecological disposal.



Citizens are encouraged, through communication campaigns and financial
incentives, to separate waste and to cut down on the waste they
generate. Campaign activities include: Freibu ’ Eco-Station, courses and
guided tours, a "Garbage Theatre" for elementary school children,
competitions and teaching units, such as "Ideas, not Waste" or "Children
and the Agenda 21".

Tram ride to Haslach

In support of:

Take Tram line 3 in direction “H d” – n
Exit tram at o “
10:30 – 11:00

n

o “Bertoldsbrunnen”

ße”

Buggingerstraße 50 – high-rise multi-family housing to passive house standard


G m ny’ f
d n renovated to passive house standard. It
now consumes 78 % less energy than the original building, with minimal rent
increases.



Learn about all stages of the retrofitting process and challenges encountered
and solved by different stakeholders.

11:00 – 11:15

Bus ride to Recyclinghof in Carl-Mez-Strasse 50

11:15 – 11:45

Exploring waste collection and recycling, as part of Freiburg´s integrated waste
management concept.

11:45
18:00

Site visit
Bus ride to the city center
Cocktail reception offered by the City of Freiburg
Neue Rathaus, Historisches Ratsaal
Rathausplatz 2-4, 79098 Freiburg/Breisgau

